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NEWS ALERT
Cortec’s CorrTainer Boxes Among 2017 Biggest
Packaging Gateway Stories!
We are thrilled that article on Cortec’s CorrTainer boxes made headlines this week
being among 5 top-read articles during last year in Packaging Gateway Magazine.
Story on Cortec’s innovative packaging solution attracted huge interest among
readers of the magazine and the article was among most clicked in 2017!
Packaging Gateway
provides info on the
latest
industry
developments
to
packaging
industry
executives and helps
them make informed
purchasing decisions
along
the
entire
supply chain. With
having a huge number
of engineers and
decision
makers
around the globe as
its readership base,
this is one of the best
marketing sources for
packaging
manufactures.

This success story is an excellent indicator of a bright
future of CorrTainer boxes.

CorrTainer® boxes incorporate VpCI’s directly into the cardboard walls for automatic
corrosion protection of the metal parts placed and sealed inside a CorrTainer. Due to vertical
integration, Cortec® and EcoCortec® are now able to supply these convenient corrosion
protection boxes in small or large amounts according to customer needs.

Cortec® Corporation is the global leader in innovative, environmentally responsible VpCI® and MCI®
corrosion control technologies for the Packaging, Metalworking, Construction, Electronics, Water Treatment,
Oil & Gas, and other industries. Headquartered in St. Paul, Minnesota, Cortec ® manufactures over 400
products distributed worldwide. ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and ISO 17025 Certified.
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These boxes are excellent option for shipping single-use packs of spare parts such as
automotive brakes, clutches, or similar equipment. In this situation, CorrTainer® often
eliminates the need for inserting internal packaging such as polyethylene bags or paper
wraps. It has proven highly effective at preserving multi-packs of small items such as
bearings, tools, bolts, and similar items. For added convenience, these parts can continue to
receive corrosion protection if left sealed in the CorrTainer® and placed on a shelf after
shipping.
CorrTainer® also works
well in bulk or large
dimension boxes when
used
with
VpCI®
interleaving materials
for export and storage
of components ranging
from rough castings to
high-end multi-metal
telecommunications
equipment. In this type
of situation, customers
often
use
VpCI®
interleaving materials
in combination with a
box/crate liner of
VpCI®
impregnated
plastic.

Having installed a new box-making machine Cortec is now able to
supply corrosion protection boxes to meet demand.

Using these boxes eliminates the need for the box/crate liner because the entire package is
enclosed in VpCI® protection.
CorrTainer® is non-toxic and safe to use. It does not contain nitrites, phosphates, silicates, or
banned or restricted substances per RoHS and similar regulations. After use, the box is fully
recyclable and repulpable. CorrTainer® eliminates the need for secondary packaging and is a
cost-effective option.
Read full story at: https://www.packaging-gateway.com/features/2017-biggest-storiespackaging/
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